ABSTRACT Ammonium channels, called Amt or Mep, concentrate NH 1 4 against a gradient. Each monomer of the trimer has a pore through which substrate passes and a C-terminal cytoplasmic extension. The importance of the C-terminal extension to AmtB activity remains unclear. We have described lesions in conserved C-terminal residues that inactivate AmtB and here characterize 38 intragenic suppressors upstream of the C terminus ($1/3 of total suppressors). Three that occurred repeatedly, including the previously characterized W148L at the pore entry, restored growth at low NH 3 to nearly wild-type levels and hence restored high activity. V116L completely restored function to two of the mutant proteins and, when separated from other lesions, did not damage wild-type AmtB. A179E notably altered folding of AmtB, compensated for all inactivating C-terminal lesions, and damaged wild-type AmtB. V116L and A179E lie at the cytoplasmic end of transmembrane-spanning segments (TM) 3 and 5, respectively, and the proximal part of the C-terminal tail makes intimate contacts with the loops following them before crossing to the adjacent monomer. Collectively, the properties of intragenic suppressor strains lead us to postulate that the C-terminal tail facilitates an oscillation of TM 5 that is required for coordinated pore function and high AmtB activity. Movement of TM 5 appears to control the opening of both the periplasmic entry and the cytoplasmic exit to the pore.
The partly stacked phenyl rings of F107 and F215 block entry of NH 3 into the Amt pore, and F215 appears to play a critical role in deprotonation of NH 1 4 ( Javelle et al. 2008) . It has a high structural temperature (B) factor, indicating that it is mobile. The constriction at the periplasmic opening to the pore has been referred to as the ''phe gate,'' but we prefer the term ''phe flap'' because GlnK serves as a gate in the classical sense (Andrade et al. 2005; Durand and Merrick 2006; Conroy et al. 2007; Gruswitz et al. 2007 ; and see below) and the two should not be confused. We will use the mechanical analogy that the ''phe flap'' is ''open'' as a shorthand way of designating that NH 1 4 can somehow enter the channel. Although pores were sterically open when F215 (see discussion and Figure 7 ) was replaced with A, the channel was inactive ( Javelle et al. 2008) and hence the mechanical analogy is not sufficient. Above the phe flap is a collar of residues that appears to bind NH 1 4 [at the site designated S1 (Khademi et al. 2004) ]. This collar, which includes the aromatic residues W148 and F107, has been proposed to play an essential role in recruitment of NH 1 4 by p-cation interactions. However, we have shown that W148 restricts entry of CH 3 NH 1 3 into the channel and have proposed instead that the role of the collar is to restrict movement of NH 1 4 collar/phe flap may allow more rapid entry of NH 1 4 into the channel. At this time, it is not clear how much the functions of the collar and the phe flap overlap or can be distinguished.
In addition to the pore, each monomer of the Amt trimer carries a cytoplasmic C-terminal extension of somewhat mysterious function. The cytoplasmic Cterminal extension of the Escherichia coli AmtB protein is $25 residues long and can fold precisely against cytoplasmic loops of the same monomer (loops 3, 5, and 1) and the adjacent monomer (loops 7 and 5) (Andrade et al. 2005; Conroy et al. 2007; Gruswitz et al. 2007 ) (Figure 1 ). After crossing between monomers, the distal end of the C-terminal extension completes the cytoplasmic vestibule of the adjacent monomer. Although it is known that C-terminal extensions are required for binding of the regulatory protein GlnK, which gates the channel when sufficient internal glutamine is available, it is not known precisely how the extension contributes to AmtB activity. A protein lacking the entire C-terminal tail (AmtB DC-term ) fails to bind GlnK but retains intermediate levels of activity, despite the fact that its three pores must be acting independently of one another (Coutts et al. 2002; Severi et al. 2007; Inwood et al. 2009) .
Surprisingly, mutations that change residues in a kink about half way through the C-terminal tail inactivate AmtB. The kink is the point at which the tail crosses from one monomer to the next, and altering it even conservatively (e.g., the L394A substitution) inactivates AmtB. We have shown that the damaging effects of mutant C-terminal tails are relieved if the chaperone HflB cannot ''tack'' them (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Preventing ''tacking,'' or abnormal folding, can be effected either by extragenic lesions in the ATPase domain of HflB or by intragenic lesions that shorten the AmtB tail so that HflB cannot bind it. Both types of lesions mimic complete deletion of the tail and yield the intermediate level of activity of AmtB DC-term . In this work, we examine intragenic suppressors of inactivating C-terminal lesions in amtB that affect regions upstream of the C terminus. Those that occur most frequently differ from C-terminal truncations and hflB suppressors in restoring activity toward wild type, i.e., to a much higher level than deletion of the C terminus. They indicate that the proximal portion of the C-terminal tail, which can bind precisely to cytoplasmic loops 3, 5, and 1 of the monomer to which it is covalently attached (Figure 1 ), plays a central role in channel activity. Analysis of upstream intragenic suppressors leads us to postulate that the proximal region of the tail may facilitate a movement of TM 5 (Andrade et al. 2005 ) that allows opening of the ''phe flap'' at the periplasmic entry to the pore. For this communication between the bottom and the top of the pore, the distal portion of the tail need not be normal; its sequence can apparently be randomized as long as it can be ''tacked'' The model was created using PyMOL (Delano 2002 ) from Protein Data Bank entry 2NUU deposited by Conroy et al. (2007) and is similar to that of Neuhäuser et al. (2007) . The cytoplasmic C-terminal tails are brown and the three monomers are in different shades of gray. Loop 5 of a single monomer is in pink, loop 1 is in yellow, and the cytoplasmic pore exit is indicated by a large black dot. Note the contacts between the tail and both the proximal and distal ends of loop 5 within a monomer. The tails cross from one monomer to another (counterclockwise) and make an additional contact with the distal end of loop 5 in the adjacent monomer (Conroy et al. 2007; Gruswitz et al. 2007) . (B) Polar connections between cytoplasmic loop residues and R185 at the proximal end of loop 5. The stick representation, which is indicated by a box in A, was created using PyMOL. The C-terminal tail is in aqua, with the exception of L394, which is in gold. Residues making polar connections are numbered, and hydrogen bonds are indicated with dotted yellow lines. The cytoplasmic pore exit is indicated by R47 of GlnK, which is in red. Y404, which contacts the distal end of loop 5 in the monomer to which it is covalently attached, is indicated for all three monomers and marks the threefold symmetry axis for the trimer.
by HflB to the adjacent monomer (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Inactivating C-terminal lesions in amtB appear to restrict the oscillation of TM 5, which is essential for channel function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains: Parental strains were constructed and suppressors were isolated as described (Inwood et al. 2009) . Strain numbers for all suppressors are given in the supporting information, Table S1 . Selected suppressor lesions were introduced into an otherwise wild-type or AmtB DC-term background or were combined with one another by site-directed mutagenesis. All were studied in single copy on the E. coli chromosome after their correctness was confirmed by sequencing. Selected amtB lesions were introduced into a strain carrying HflB G361S by P1-mediated transduction using linkage of amtB to tesBTkan. Their presence was confirmed by sequencing.
Growth and methylammonium uptake assays: Growth assays were performed as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ).
Although absolute values of doubling time for a given strain differed by up to 10% in experiments performed by different investigators, relative values for a set of strains did not change (e.g., Table 3 vs. Table 5 ). Surveys of methylammonium (MA) uptake were performed on cultures in stationary phase as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Subsequent assays were performed on cultures in exponential phase as described earlier ) with the following differences: (1) Cells were harvested at OD 600 of 0.5-0.8, (2) glucose was omitted from the wash buffer, (3) cells were diluted to 0.5 OD for assay, and (4) preincubation at 37°in buffer containing 0.2% glucose was for 10 min.
PCR amplification and sequencing of amtB (1.7 kbp) were performed as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ). The procedures of pulsed-chase radiolabeling of cells, immunoprecipitation of AmtB, SDS-PAGE, and fluorography were performed as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ).
Immunoblot analysis for GlnK: Strains grown in N À C À minimal medium (Gutnick et al. 1969) containing 0.2% glucose and 5 mm NH 4 Cl were diluted 1:50 into the same medium, except with 1.5 mm glutamine replacing NH 4 Cl as the nitrogen source to produce a condition of nitrogen limitation. Cultures were grown with aeration at 37°for 16 hr (OD 600 of 0.75-1.0), at which time NH 4 Cl was added to a concentration of 30 mm. After a 15-min incubation with aeration at 37°, cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in the same growth medium (N À C À containing 0.2% glucose, 1.5 mm glutamine, and 30 mm NH 4 Cl) to an OD 600 of 2.5, and 1.0-ml aliquots were stored at À80°until use. Aliquots of cells were thawed on ice, and cell lysates and immunoprecipitates were prepared as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ), except that chloramphenicol was omitted from all solutions. Lysates and immunoprecipitates were incubated at 55°for 1 hr, applied to a 4-12% SDS gel, and electrophoresed at 150 V at room temperature. Protein was transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with rabbit polyclonal antibodies reactive to either AmtB (Inwood et al. 2009) or GlnK . Western blots were developed using an alkaline phosphatase-conjugated anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G antibody (Invitrogen). Immunoprecipitate blots were probed only for GlnK ($12 kDa monomeric molecular weight), with the upper portion of the nitrocellulose filter (proteins .50 kDa) removed to prevent depletion of secondary antibodies and reagents by immunoglobulin used to precipitate AmtB.
GlnK associated with membranes: To assess GlnK binding to AmtB, we also used the fractionation method of Coutts et al. (2002) with the following modifications: cells were grown in N À C À medium containing 0.2% glucose and 2 mm glutamine and disrupted by passage through a French pressure cell. After repeated washing, membrane vesicles were suspended in a small volume (0.1-0.5 ml) of 50 mm NaPi, pH 7, and used for SDS-PAGE/Western analysis.
RESULTS
Initial strains and suppressors: We selected suppressors from several amtB mutant strains. Three of the initial mutant strains had lesions that affected the C terminus and inactivated AmtB or greatly reduced its activity. The inactive mutant strains had lesions in the kink that allows the C-terminal tail to connect monomers: one of them, AmtB G393A,L394A (hereafter called AmtB double or double), carried two site-directed changes in the kink and the other, AmtB L394A (L394A), carried a single, conservative change. The third strain carried a protein in which the C terminus was frameshifted from position 393 on and, as a consequence, was shortened by two residues (hereafter called AmtB fs or fs). AmtB fs was itself selected as a suppressor of AmtB double and grew slightly better at low NH 3 (pH 5.5, 0.5 mm NH 1 4 ). Despite the profound sequence difference that it causes from wild-type AmtB, the frameshift lesion was the least damaging of the three lesions, perhaps because HflB cannot ''tack'' the frameshifted tail tightly to the adjacent monomer (Inwood et al. 2009 ). We also used strains with inactivating or damaging mutations in cytoplasmic loops 3, 5, and 7 as parental strains for selecting suppressors. Properties of inactive mutant strains-all of which had lesions at the cytoplasmic side of AmtB-are described in more detail in Inwood et al. (2009) , as is the selection for suppressors that grow better at low external NH 3 . We made a deliberate effort to pick suppressors with a variety of growth rates (colony sizes) on low NH 3 .
Of the 116 independent suppressor strains that grew better than parental strains on low NH 3 when quantitative growth studies were done, 68 were intragenic. All of these grew normally on rich medium and 38 of them-somewhat over half-had lesions upstream of the C terminus (Table 1) . These lesions were found in 20 different positions. Suppressor lesions clustered at the cytoplasmic ends of transmembrane segments 1, 3, and 5 and the following loops ( Figure 2 ). All of these loops can be hydrogen-bonded to the C-terminal tail of the same monomer, and loop 5 is also hydrogen-bonded to the C-terminal tail of the adjacent monomer ( Figure  1 ). The less severe the initial damage to the C terminus (fs , L394A , double), the greater the percentage of intragenic suppressors that were upstream of the C terminus (86, 73, and 13%, respectively; Table 1 and  Table 2 of Inwood et al. 2009) , and the more widespread these upstream suppressor lesions were. Notably, only suppressors of the fs lesion were found in TM 6, 9, 10, and 11, in addition to earlier TM segments. Only one strain with a loop mutation (K255A, loop 7) had a single intragenic suppressor upstream of the C terminus, V116L. Three positions were changed multiple times in different backgrounds (Table 2) : A179, W148, and V116. Although both A179E and W148L were found in the fs background, as well as others, V116 changes were not found in the fs background. Initially, we focused on the three positions that were changed multiple times. As we characterized strains carrying them, we also tried to note whether strains carrying other less frequent suppressors had similar properties.
Suppressors at position V116: V116 lies toward the cytoplasmic end of TM 3 adjacent to the xenon-filled pocket noted by Andrade et al. (2005) . The V116L and -F substitutions compensated completely for the defects of L394A and K255A (loop 7). Both growth at low NH 3 (0.5 mm, pH 5.5; Figure 3A ) and [
14 C]MA uptake were normal in strains carrying these suppressors (Table 3 and legend). We constructed V116L,fs and found that its doubling time at low NH 3 was the same as that of DCterm (data not shown). Hence, the capacity of V116L to restore normal function appears to require that the distal portion of the C-terminal tail be intact. The ability of V116L to suppress K255A also points to the importance of the distal tail, which contacts K255 in loop 7 of the adjacent monomer. V116 is not a conserved residue in Amt proteins; in Rhesus (Rh) proteins, the only known homologs of Amt proteins, F is a typical residue at this position (Table S2) . When V116L and -F were studied in an otherwise wild-type background, they had no damaging effects (Table 4 and legend). [ 14 C]MA uptake was often slightly higher than for wild type ($120%). With the exception of V116L,fs, all proteins carrying the V116L and -F substitutions behaved remarkably like wild type. The only other suppressor similar to V116L and V116F was L119P, just three residues down (Tables 3 and 4) . Like V116, the side chain of L119 faces the xenon-filled pocket and is a nonconserved residue in Amt proteins. Like substitutions at position 116, L119P suppressed L394A and was not found in the fs background.
Suppressors at position W148: We have recently published on the W148L substitution, which caught our attention because, unlike almost all other suppressors, it was at the periplasmic entrance to the pore rather than the cytoplasmic exit. We have published in depth on the properties of W148L in isolation (Fong et al. 2007) . To summarize, a strain carrying the W148L lesion alone grows normally at low NH 3 and has 10-fold greater [
14 C]MA uptake than wild type. Thus, W148 seems to restrict AmtB function and changing it to L relieves that restriction. W148 is a highly conserved residue in Amt proteins and, remarkably, is naturally replaced by L in Rh proteins (Table S2 ). Suppressor strains carrying W148L have a constant doubling time slightly longer than that of wild type (55-70 min) and good [ 14 C]MA uptake (40-100% of wild type) (Table 3 and Table 5 , Figure 4 , Table S3 ). Both doubling time and MA uptake are better in the fs background than in the L394A background. The only other suppressor lesion that we obtained near the periplasmic entrance to the pore was V166M. It was obtained in the fs background and yielded growth as good or nearly as good as that of wild type both in this background and when it was separated from the fs lesion (Tables 3 and 4 ). In the fs background, V166M yielded good [ 14 C]MA uptake (50-100% of wild type), and in isolation it yielded activity much greater than wild type (5-to 10-fold). Thus, the properties of V166M were remarkably similar to those of W148L.
Suppressors at position A179: The A179E substitution occurred multiple times in all three mutant backgrounds (double, L394A, and fs), whereas A179S occurred in two (not in the double) and A179P in only one (fs) ( Table 2 ). A179 lies near the cytoplasmic end of TM 5 and is a conserved residue near D309 and D310, the helix-capping residue at the cytoplasmic end of TM 10 (Table 3 and Table S2 ). Strains carrying the A179E suppressor in different mutant backgrounds had constant, good doubling times on low NH 3 (55-70 min; Table 3 and Table S3 ) and good [ 14 C]MA uptake ( Figure  4 and Table 5 ). Strains carrying A179S, which is hydrophilic but not charged, or P, which disrupts a-helices, had considerably longer doubling times than the corresponding strains carrying A179E, and their doubling times increased further as ammonium was depleted from the medium ( Figure 3A and not shown). They had undetectable uptake of [ 14 C]MA. A179S is a common residue in Rh proteins (Table S2) .
A strain carrying the A179E lesion alone had a doubling time on low NH 3 of $80 min and hence growth was somewhat worse than in the mutant backgrounds (Table 5) . [
14 C]MA uptake was very poor (6% of wild type; Figure 4 and Table 5 ).
Effect of detaching or removing the C-terminal tail on the behavior of the W148L and A179E suppressors: To determine whether the C-terminal tail was required for the nearly wild-type growth of W148L,fs and A179E,fs at low NH 3 , we introduced two changes into each strain. First, we combined each with an hflB lesion (Inwood et al. 2009 ), which prevented the C-terminal tail from being ''tacked'' to the adjacent monomer and, second, we deleted the C-terminal tail completely (see materials and methods). The doubling times of all Positions at which the C-terminal tail makes polar contacts with loop residues are indicated above the sequence. Contacts within a monomer are in gray and contacts with the adjacent monomer are in black. Transmembrane (TM) segments (Khademi et al. 2004 ) are enclosed in black boxes. TM 0 is removed from the E. coli protein by cleavage between positions À1 and 1 to leave a total of 11 TM segments. TMs 1-5 and TMs 6-10 are pseudosymmetric, and the long TM 11 crosses the protein diagonally. The C-terminal tail and odd-numbered loops beginning with loop 1 after TM 1 are in the cytoplasm. When GlnK was bound to AmtB and the C terminus was ordered, the beginning of TM 6 was shortened by one helical turn and loop 5 was extended (Conroy et al. 2007) . The sequences of Amt proteins from A. nidulans (MeaA, class I, AAL73117), Arabidopsis thaliana (Amt1;1, class II, CAA53473), and C. reinhardtii (Amt4, class II, EDP08718) are aligned below the E. coli sequence and numbered according to the E. coli sequence. Initial ClustalW alignments (Thompson et al. 1994) were modified to maximize similarities in TM segments and cytoplasmic loops. Suppressors of Amt1;1 T397A (T460A in Arabidopsis numbering) are in green (Loqué et al. 2007) , Null substitutions in MeaA (Monahan et al. 2002) are in blue, and those in Amt4 ( J. Hsu, W. B. Inwood and S. Kustu, unpublished data) are in pink. The conserved phe flap residues F107 and F215 and the twin his residues H168 and H318 are shown in boldface type.
four strains were the same (60-64 min), indicating that the effect of detaching the tail was the same as that of removing it in each case (Table 5 ). Both were damaging. Doubling times were intermediate between those of the original strains (47-56 min) and the doubling time of DC-term carrying no additional lesions (95 min in these experiments, which was faster than usual, as was the doubling time for wild type at 45 min). Because the doubling time of W148L,fs was faster than that of A179E,fs (56 min), the effects of loosening the tail were more pronounced in the W148L background and indicated that indeed tacking the tail was required for the most rapid growth. Viewed from the opposite perspective, both the W148L and A179E lesions were stimulatory in the DC-term background but not as stimulatory as in the fs background.
Although the doubling time on low NH 3 of W148L strains lacking or having a freed tail (62 min) was intermediate between those of DC-term (95 min) and wild type (45 min), [
14 C]MA uptake was well above that of wild type (two to three times; Figure 4 and Table 5 ; see discussion). To a lesser extent, the same was true for A179E strains lacking or having a freed tail (intermediate doubling times of 62 min but [
14 C]MA uptake 120% of wild type). The state of the tail did not affect the amount of AmtB protein in either case (determined by Western analysis; data not shown).
We also combined an hflB lesion with A179E in isolation. In this case, the poor doubling time of A179E was notably improved (from 79 to 64 min), as was [ 14 C]MA uptake (from 6 to 100%) ( Table 5 and Figure  4 ). Both indicated that damaging effects of A179E in isolation involved tacking of the C-terminal tail to the adjacent monomer by HflB. In this sense, A179E alone appeared to damage the tail in ways analogous to the initial damaging C-terminal and cytoplasmic loop lesions that we employed in parental mutant strains. Finally, we combined W148L with A179E to relieve restriction at the pore entrance. The double mutant grew as well as wild type on low NH 3 and had 80% of wild type [ 
a Number of occurrences is in parentheses.
Figure 3.-Growth of selected suppressor strains at low NH 3 . Strains were grown at pH 5.5 with 0.5 mm NH 4 Cl as the nitrogen source and 0.1% glucose as the carbon source at 37°. All strains that grew more slowly than wild type reached a slightly higher final OD 420 for reasons that we have not explored. (A) Suppressors of L394A (NCM4238) carried Y32S (NCM4379), G113C (NCM4363), V116L (NCM4359), G175V (NCM4361), and A179S (NCM4367). Control strains were wild type (NCM3722), DCterm (NCM4199), and L394A (NCM4238). (B) Suppressors of AmtB fs (NCM 4275) carried R185H (NCM4413) and V314I (NCM4416). Controls were as in A except fs was substituted for L394A. (C) Suppressors separated from the original C-terminal lesion were Y32S (NCM 4584), R185H (NCM 4684), and V314I (NCM 4685). Control strains were as in B. The data in A-C are from a single experiment that is representative of the experiments summarized in Tables 3-5. type as judged by densitometric scanning of trimers) and showed that trimers and monomers of L394A have normal mobilities on SDS gels (Inwood et al. 2009; Figure 5 ). Trimers and monomers of DC-term have notably faster mobilities (Severi et al. 2007) . When released from polyclonal antisera in denaturing detergent at 4°, all of the AmtB proteins, including wildtype AmtB, formed aggregates, but aggregates of L394A behaved differently from those of wild type and DC-term (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Notably, aggregates of L394A required higher temperatures to dissociate completely into trimers (note the lack of trimer for AmtB L394A at 0°a nd 35°in Figure 5A ). All three proteins dissociated completely to trimers at 55°( Figure 5, A and B) . Likewise, wild type and L394A dissociated to monomers at 90°( Figure 5C ). Although a portion of DC-term also dissociated to monomer at 90°, a portion apparently formed a new aggregate that ran just above the 115-kDa standard. We presume that this occurred due to the absence of the C-terminal tail but have not investigated it further.
The V116L,L394A suppressor protein behaved more as wild-type AmtB does than as proteins carrying the W148L or A179E lesions, as functional studies had suggested would be the case (note the presence of trimer for V116L,L394A at 0°and 35°in Figure 5A ). The other two suppressor proteins had behavior intermediate between that of wild-type AmtB and L394A. Strikingly, when aggregates of A179E,L394A were dissociated Figure 3) . to trimers at 55°, these could be shown to have faster mobility than trimers of wild type or L394A ( Figure 5B) . Monomers of A179E,L394A had normal, wild-type mobility ( Figure 5C ). Thus, A179E, which lies near the cytoplasmic end of TM 5 and introduces charge into the lipid bilayer, apparently changes the folding of trimeric AmtB (Rath et al. 2009 ).
Binding of GlnK: As might have been predicted from its other properties, which were normal, V116L bound GlnK both in the original L394A background and when separated from it (data not shown). Likewise, when separated from other lesions, W148L bound GlnK. As reported previously, DC-term failed to bind GlnK (Coutts et al. 2002) . We were unable to determine whether any of the remaining AmtB proteins that we checked (L394A; W148L,L394A; A179E,L394A; A179E) bound GlnK in vivo because these proteins appeared to be degraded somewhere between exponential and stationary phase under nitrogen-limiting conditions (glutamine as sole nitrogen source at pH 7) or during preparation of membranes. Additional experiments indicated that the degradation was likely due to proteolysis by HflB (data not shown). We have not pursued GlnK binding in exponential phase in vivo or in vitro.
Survey of other suppressors: Other suppressors occurred less frequently than those discussed above. All suppressors of L394A were at or upstream of position A179, indicating that suppression could be obtained only in the first half of the quasi-symmetrical AmtB protein.
[TM segments 1-5 are followed by the quasisymmetrical TM 6-10, and TM 11 then crosses both halves of the protein diagonally to end in the cytoplasm (Khademi et al. 2004 ).] Remarkably, none of the remaining suppressors of L394A, which were at five different positions, had a constant growth rate at low NH 3 and none had an initial doubling time more than 10 min faster than DC-term (i.e., faster than 100 min; Table 3, Figure 3 , and Table S3 ). In all cases, doubling time increased as ammonium was depleted from the medium. Although we do not know its significance, all of these strains were isolated at room temperature; none was isolated at 37° (Table S1 ). One of the suppressors, Y32S at the end of TM 1, changed a residue directly at the cytoplasmic pore exit (Khademi et al. 2004) . Two of the remaining suppressors of L394A altered G residues near positions discussed in depth above (G113 near V116 and G175 near A179). G113 is next to pore residue L114 and forms a backbone hydrogen bond to pore residue I110. The G113C suppressor occurs naturally in $10% of Rh proteins. The last two suppressors altered additional residues near V116 and L119. These were A118 (between them) and F125 (at the cytoplasmic end of TM 4). The F125L suppressor occurs naturally in $20% of Rh proteins. In summary, the intragenic suppressors of L394A upstream of the C terminus were clustered at the cytoplasmic ends of TM 3 and TM 5 (Figure 2 ). W148L and V166M were exceptions at the periplasmic ends of TM 4 and TM 5, respectively, near the periplasmic entrance to the pore. C]MA by strains carrying the W148L and A179E suppressors in different backgrounds. Assays were performed on cultures harvested in exponential phase. Uptake was measured at 5 min (stippled bars) and 20 min (shaded bars). Values shown are the means from a minimum of three independent experiments 6 standard deviations. Strains were null (NCM4590), wild type (NCM3722), L394A (NCM4238), fs (NCM4275), DC-term (NCM4199), W148L (NCM4530), W148L,L394A (NCM4376), W148L,fs (NCM4433), W148L,DC-term (NCM4628), W148L,fs, hflB (NCM4798), A179E (NCM4683), A179E,L394A (NCM4386), A179E,fs (NCM4418), A179E,DC-term (NCM4820), A179E,fs, hflB (NCM4797), A179E, hflB (NCM 4799), and A179E,W148L (NCM4686). Values for W148L, which are off scale, were 2800 6 330 and 2400 6 170 at 5 and 20 min, respectively. a Data were taken from the 5-min points in Figure 4 . Values for the null strain were subtracted. Uptake in wild type was 250 pmol/(ml 3 OD 600 ). We have previously set our limit of reliable detection to #7% of wild type.
In addition to occurring at the positions discussed in depth above (W148 and A179) and at several other positions already noted (G113 near V116 and V166 at the cytoplasmic entrance to the pore), suppressors of fs occurred at 10 additional positions (Figure 2) . Some of these are close to positions already discussed. L35F,fs was the only strain with a lesion in loop 1, and its doubling time was similar to that of Y32S,L394A, which carried a lesion at the end of TM 1. A120P,fs, which had a lesion in loop 3 adjacent to the important residues E121 and R122 (Inwood et al. 2009 ), was a good suppressor in the V116 region. Notably, however, the A120P lesion was very damaging in isolation (Table 4) . As was the case for suppressors of L394A, several fs suppressors altered G residues. In addition to G113, the residue near the pore wall discussed above, one of these was G117, also in the V116 region. G117 is one of the most highly conserved residues in the Amt/Rh superfamily (Table S2 ). Both changes yielded poor suppression.
The remaining suppressors of AmtB,fs were in the second half of the protein. These were at an additional seven positions-three of them in a single cluster in TM 10, which is symmetrically related to TM 5, or in the preceding loop 9, a very short loop that was nonetheless notably disordered in the absence of GlnK (Zheng et al. 2004) . The R307 suppressor at the end of loop 9 was poor. C312G was a good suppressor but we have not studied it further. The backbone carbonyl of C312 points directly into the pore and was hydrogen-bonded to the critical R47 of GlnK (Conroy et al. 2007; Gruswitz et al. 2007 ). The V314I suppressor, which occurs naturally in $20% of Rh proteins, was a poor suppressor, and V314I was very damaging in isolation ( Figure 3 and Table 4 ). The side chain of V314, like that of Y32, is directly at the pore exit and its backbone carbonyl is hydrogen-bonded to the backbone amide of the essential histidine residue H318 (Khademi et al. 2004) .
Like V314I, R185H at the beginning of the long loop 5 was a poor suppressor of the fs lesion, and R185H was very damaging in isolation (Figure 3 and Table 4), as R185A had been (Inwood et al. 2009 ). P199L at the end 35 S]methionine, and AmtB was isolated with polyclonal antiserum raised against AmtB-his6 as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ). AmtB was released for 1 hr in denaturing detergent at different temperatures (5 min at 90°) and subjected to electrophoresis as described (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Temperatures were 0°, 35°, 45°, 55°, and 90°, as indicated. Strains were wild type (NCM3722), L394A (NCM4238), V116L, L394A (NCM4390), W148L, L394A (NCM4377), and A179E, L394A (4386). Amounts of AmtB protein were determined by densitometric scanning of fluorographs prepared using extracts incubated at 55°, a condition that yields all AmtB proteins entirely as trimers. (A) Positions of AmtB aggregates are indicated with a brace, and the position of the trimer is indicated with an arrow to the left of the gel (Inwood et al. 2009 ). The gel shows that there is very little monomer at disaggregation temperatures up to 55°. (B) The temperature for release of AmtB was 55°, and the gel was run for 2.5 hr instead of 1 hr. Strains in addition to those in A were DC-term (NCM4199) and amtB null (NCM4590), which showed only the two light nonspecific bands seen here at temperatures up to 55° (Inwood et al. 2009 ). Positions of wild-type and DC-term trimers are indicated by arrows to the left of the gel. (C) Positions of monomers of full-length AmtB and DC-term are indicated with arrows to the left of the gel. Nonspecific bands in the null strain were more intense, and there were several additional nonspecific bands at lower molecular weights. Positions of Benchmark Prestained Protein Ladder standards (Invitrogen) are shown to the right of the gels in A-C, and dotted lines in A and B indicate positions at which images of the lanes were removed from the gels.
of loop 5/beginning of TM 6 was also a poor suppressor. The region at the end of loop 5 and the beginning of TM 6 is involved in contact with the C-terminal tail of the adjacent monomer (Figures 1 and 2 ; Conroy et al. 2007; Loqué et al. 2007) . P199L occurs in $50% of Rh proteins. Suppressors of the fs lesion occurred twice at an additional G, G211, in TM 6. Strains carrying the G211 suppressor started out with doubling times on low NH 3 shorter than that of the C-terminal delete (80 min), but their doubling times increased as ammonium was depleted from the medium and were eventually longer than that of the C-terminal delete (110 min). Finally, the only suppressor in TM 11, I359L, which is very common in Rh proteins, was a good suppressor. Given that TM 11 is directly attached to the C-terminal extension, a change in TM 11 may shift the position of the extension. Alternatively, the side chain of I359, which contacts residues in TM 5 and TM 10, may influence the positions of the critical histidine residues H168 and H318 (Javelle et al. 2006 ). We have not studied I359L further. With the exception of C312G, a good suppressor that was isolated at 37°, all fs suppressors were isolated at room temperature.
Initially, we also surveyed all of the suppressors for [ , and V314I, which had activities between 10 and 15% of wild type. Given that at least some damaged forms of AmtB were degraded by HflB in stationary phase (see Binding of GlnK above), we confirmed in single assays that all strains with activity had the same activity (percentage of wild type) in exponential phase and showed that they had amounts of AmtB protein comparable to their parental strains by Western analysis (data not shown). We did not check [ 14 C]MA uptake for strains that lacked activity initially. Apart from the strains noted above, which had lesions directly at the pore exit (Y32S, V314I) or in the hydrogen-bonding network beneath it and in contact with the C-terminal tail (L35F, R185H), we have no reason to think that MA uptake and ammonium uptake are not correlated, but this remains to be fully explored. In the exceptions, [
14 C]MA uptake appeared to be higher than expected.
In summary, we isolated 30 suppressors of L394A and fs in TM 1-5. They occurred at 13 positions (Figure 2) . From the beginning of loop 5 through TM 11, there were an additional 8 suppressors at 7 positions, all of which were obtained in the fs background. The survey of suppressors other than the most common ones yielded several interesting observations. First, there were changes to residues in four loops, 1, 3, 5, and 9. Second, there were changes to four G residues in TM segments. Third, when separated from the initial inactivating lesion, no mutations other than W148L and V166M at the pore entrance elevated [ 14 C]MA uptake much above wild type, indicating that they are unique in this regard.
DISCUSSION
Overview and hypothesis: The primary goals of this work were to understand why some lesions in the cytoplasmic C-terminal tail of AmtB inactivate the protein, whereas complete deletion of the tail does not, and how suppressor lesions upstream of the tail compensate for inactivation. At the outset we knew that inactivation was not inherent to AmtB but required ''tacking'' of damaged tails to the adjacent monomers by the chaperone/protease HflB: preventing this tacking gave the intermediate activity characteristic of the C-terminal delete (Inwood et al. 2009 ). The current work showed that the three most common suppressor lesions upstream of the C-terminal tail (V116L, W148L, and A179E) yielded higher levels of activity than the Cterminal delete and, in the case of W148L, this clearly depended on tacking of the tail. As with the initial inactivating lesions, two of the common upstream suppressors (V116L and A179E) occurred at the cytoplasmic end of AmtB, but the third (W148L) occurred at the opposite, periplasmic face of the protein.
A plausible explanation for both inactivation and suppression is that tacking damaged AmtB tails restricts an essential oscillation of TM 5 (Figure 6 ). The possibility that TM 5 could move was first indicated by structural evidence of Andrade et al. (2005) , who inferred that it would be functionally significant. We postulate that cyclic oscillation of TM 5 is required to open the periplasmic entry to the pore and then the cytoplasmic exit. Restriction of oscillation is probably not purely steric but likely to affect deprotonation of NH 1 4 and reprotonation of NH 3 . Normally, movement of TM 5 would be facilitated by the C-terminal tail, which would also coordinate it between monomers. The tail is hydrogen-bonded to both ends of the relatively long, flexible loop following TM 5 (loop 5) and is also hydrogen-bonded to the distal end of this loop in the adjacent monomer (Figure 1) . As elaborated below, we think that V116L and A179E at the cytoplasmic face of AmtB restore oscillation of TM 5 in AmtB proteins with tacked tails, whereas W148L at the periplasmic face compensates indirectly for restricted oscillation by opening the collar above the pore entry. Oscillation can also be restored by preventing damaged tails from being tacked or equivalently by deleting the tail. However, under these circumstances coordination of oscillation between monomers is disrupted, and oscillation within monomers is not necessarily normal.
Previous views of Amt function have focused on whether the pores present in each monomer were ''open'' or ''closed'' (Khademi et al. 2004; Nygaard et al. 2006; Javelle et al. 2008) . By contrast, our pro-posed oscillation of TM 5 requires that pores be open to only one side of the membrane at a time ( Figure 6 ) and that they undergo cyclic conformational changes. These changes would allow AmtB to concentrate substrate and act as a hybrid between an active transporter and a passive channel. Oscillation of TM 5 would account for the special flexibility not only of F215 at the periplasmic pore entrance but also of loop 5 in the cytoplasm and for the fact that excellent upstream suppressors of inactivating C-terminal lesions are found on both faces of AmtB. The proposed oscillation of TM 5 must be subtle to accommodate the small temperature coefficient for AmtB activity Neuhäuser et al. 2007) . Although explanations of our genetic data other than a required oscillation of TM 5 are no doubt possible, this explanation is based on previous structural evidence that such an oscillation can occur (Andrade et al. 2005) and is parsimonious. It awaits a direct test.
Support for the hypothesis from upstream intragenic suppressors: Oscillation of TM 5 was supported by at least six lines of evidence from upstream intragenic suppressors of inactivating C-terminal lesions: (1) the occurrence of excellent suppressors on both faces of AmtB and the specific positions and residue changes of the most common suppressors; (2) the occurrence of additional, less common suppressors near the pore entrance and directly at the pore exit; (3) the occurrence of suppressors and inactivating mutations in an extensive hydrogen-bonding network below the pore exit; (4) the occurrence of suppressors in glycine residues, which occur in unusually large numbers in TM-spanning segments of Amt proteins; (5) the occurrence of fs suppressors in the second half of AmtB; and (6) the general description of all suppressors as lying along the pore or in cytoplasmic loops in contact with the C-terminal tail. Below we expand on each of these lines of evidence and explore connections between them.
Changes in only three residues, A179, W148, and V116, account for one-half (19) of the upstream intragenic suppressor mutations that we characterized. The A179E substitution occurred most frequently and in all three C-terminal mutant backgrounds. It restored excellent growth at low NH 3 (see results) and hence appeared to be the most potent suppressor. A179 is at the cytoplasmic end of TM 5. Changing it to a negatively charged residue resulted in an apparent refolding of an AmtB trimer (AmtB L394A,A179E ) to a form with faster mobility on SDS polyacrylamide gels ( Figure 5B ; Rath et al. 2009 ). The change in folding may result simply from the introduction of charge into the lipid bilayer, proximity of this charge to D309 and D310, and/or a violation of the ''inside positive'' rule for membrane proteins (Elofsson and von Heijne 2007) . Whatever its basis, refolding of damaged AmtB proteins carrying the A179E suppressor indicated that a change in the position of TM 5 could correct the defects caused by the original inactivating lesions in the C-terminal tail. Unlike W148L and V116L, which increased the function of AmtB or left it intact when separated from initial inactivating lesions (Tables 4 and 5 ), A179E in isolation was damaging and caused tacking of the tail by HflB (Table 5 ). These were additional indications of the profound effects of the A179E substitution.
The second common suppressor of inactivating Cterminal lesions, W148L, did not occur in the most defective parental background (double) but did occur in the other two (L394A and fs) and again restored excellent growth at low NH 3 . W148 is at the periplasmic entry to the pore and thus at the opposite end of AmtB from the primary damage in the C-terminal tail. Changing W148 in the collar to the smaller L apparently lifts a restriction on entry of substrate into AmtB pores (Fong et al. 2007 ). This led us to consider that movement of TM 5 might be coupled to opening of the periplasmic pore entry.
Finally, the V116L and F suppressors restored function of AmtB L394A to approximately normal in every way that we tested but did not occur in the other two backgrounds (fs and double). V116 is at the cytoplasmic end of TM 3 with its side chain close to a hydrophobic, xenon-filled pocket noted by Andrade et al. (2005) and postulated to accommodate a movement of TM 5. If TM 5 moved into this pocket, the periplasmic portion of TM 3 would have to move out of its way ( Figure S3 of Javelle et al. 2008) , and this might facilitate opening of the phe flap at the pore entry.
The remaining 19 suppressor mutations were in 17 additional positions ( Figure 2 and Figure 7 ; Table 3 ). Several lay near the periplasmic entrance to the pore or directly at the cytoplasmic exit. Like W148L, V166M in TM 5 was at the periplasmic pore entrance and confirmed the view that C-terminal damage was propagated to the opposite end of AmtB. V166 lies just behind W148 (Figure 7) . It is close to the two G residues (G163 and G164) proposed by Andrade et al. (2005) to serve as a possible hinge for the movement of TM 5 into the pocket and is only two residues from the central histidine H168, which may play a role in H 1 transport through the channel (Javelle et al. 2006) . Two other suppressors, Y32S at the cytoplasmic end of TM 1 and V314I in TM 10, affected two of the three residues directly at the cytoplasmic pore exit (F31 is the third) (Khademi et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2004) and provided evidence that oscillation of TM 5 affected the function of the exit-also called the cytoplasmic constriction-as well as the pore entry (Figure 7) . Strikingly, as the W148L suppressor decreased the size of a residue at the entry, Y32S did so at the cytoplasmic pore exit while retaining a hydroxyl group. The other suppressor lesion at the pore exit, V314I in TM 10, affected a residue one turn of the helix from the critical H318, to which it has a backbone hydrogen bond. The region of TM 10 around V314 (residues 311-315), in which we obtained two additional suppressors, was in different positions in different crystal structures, one that was associated with a more open state of the cytoplasmic pore exit than the other (Zheng et al. 2004) .
A suppressor that was near but not at the cytoplasmic pore exit of AmtB was R185H (note its proximity to GlnK in Figure 1B ). R185 is in loop 5 following TM 5 and can be held in a tight hydrogen-bonding network underneath the proximal C-terminal tail. This network, which involves D309 in TM 10 (see above regarding residues 311-315) and E121 and R122 in loop 3 ( Figure  1B) , would have to change if TM 5 moved into the hydrophobic pocket (Andrade et al. 2005) . When separated from the fs lesion, R185H alone was very damaging as were the R185A, E121A, and R122A substitutions, which we constructed. A120P, which was in loop 3, was a good suppressor of fs but very damaging in isolation. All of these substitutions would be predicted to alter or disrupt the network of hydrogen bonds under the proximal C-terminal tail and hence to affect the postulated oscillation of TM 5.
Suppressors that changed G residues in TM 3, TM 5, and TM 6 provided further evidence that an oscillation of TM 5 and an accompanying movement of TM 3 might be important to AmtB function. It has been observed previously that the occurrence of G residues in TM segments of AmtB is unexpectedly high for a rigid channel (Andrade et al. 2005) . Among the G residues that were changed, G211 in TM 6 was particularly noteworthy. It is one turn of the helix from the critical F215 in the phe flap and is likely to provide flexibility for this residue which, like loop 5, has high mobility. As with W148L and V166M, changes to G211 provided evidence that damage at the cytoplasmic face of AmtB is propagated to the periplasmic pore entry. Strikingly, 5/14 positions at which Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Amt4 was inactivated and 9/18 positions at which Aspergillus nidulans MeaA (AmtA) was inactivated were Gs ( Figure  2 ; see below).
Suppressors of fs (e.g., R185H, G211S,C and V314I discussed above) may be more widely distributed than . Stick models of AmtB were created using PyMOL as in Figure 1 . Sections along the pore are perpendicular to the membrane. The periplasmic entry to the pore, which is marked by W148 in lime green, is at the left, and the cytoplasmic exit, which is marked by R47 of GlnK in red stick, is at the right. The threefold axis of the trimer is at the top and the lipid interface is at the bottom. The twin histidine residues at the center of the pore are in green stick, and there is a dot between them. F107 and F215 at the pore entrance are in green and are marked with asterisks. TM 3 is in cyan and TM 5 is in bright pink. TMs 1, 2, and 4 are in light shades of gray, TMs 6-10 are in dark shades of gray, and TM 11 is in brown. Interior loops are in shades of cyan and exterior loops are in shades of light pink. The C terminus is not in the plane of the section, but the C termini of adjacent monomers are in blue and gold. Positions at which suppressor lesions were obtained are space-filled and numbered in order. (A) Numbers correspond to the following: 1, Y32; 2, G113; 3, V116; 4, A118; 5, L119, 6, W148; 7, G175; and 8, A179. F125 is not visible. (B) Numbers correspond to the following: 1, L35; 2, G113; 3, G117; 4, A120; 5, W148; 6, V166; 7, A179; 8, R185; 9, P199; 10, G211; 11, R307; 12, C312; 13, V314; and 14, I359. Suppressors 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, and 13 are in yellow to make the numbers more visible.
those of L394A because the frameshifted tail is less tightly tacked to the adjacent monomer than other damaged tails and the amplitude of oscillation of TM 5 is less restricted. Specifically, fs suppressors may occur in the second half of AmtB as well as the first half because changes in the adjacent monomer can be propagated back to TM 5. Although changes in the second half of AmtB probably have smaller effects on oscillation of TM 5 than changes in the first half, their occurrence in the fs background suggests that the distal tail can propagate effects between monomers. Another line of evidence for this is that V116L can suppress a lesion in loop 7 that does not completely inactivate AmtB. V116L was the only upstream suppressor obtained from strains carrying loop lesions.
Like the suppressors that have been discussed, all but one of the remaining suppressors (I359 in TM 11 is the exception) were at positions that can be described as generally along the pore and/or in the cytoplasmic loop residues, namely loops 1, 3, 5, and 9 ( Figure 7) . These loops are all hydrogen-bonded to the C-terminal tail (e.g., Figure 1B) or, in the case of loop 9, to other loops that are in turn bonded to the C-terminal tail. We think that changes along the pore compensate indirectly for the decreased amplitude of the oscillation of TM 5, whereas changes in loops compensate more directly for the C-terminal damage that hampers oscillation.
The C-terminal delete protein and coordination between AmtB monomers: Although deletion of the C-terminal tail of AmtB leaves pores functional, it results in slow growth at low NH 3 (doubling time more than twice as long as that of wild type) and a large defect in MA uptake (residual activity $35%). These defects are presumably due, at least in part, to loss of coordination of the oscillation of TM 5 between monomers (Loqué et al. 2007; Severi et al. 2007 ; this work, but see below). This study indicates that the proximal portion of the Cterminal tail-the portion that stays within a monomercan support excellent growth at low NH 3 if the distal portion is simply ''tacked'' to the adjacent monomer: A strain carrying the W148L suppressor in the fs background grows almost as well as wild type at low NH 3 despite the fact that the fs lesion randomizes the sequence of the C-terminal tail after the kink (Table  3) . If tacking of the tail is prevented by inactivating the chaperone HflB (Inwood et al. 2009 ), the W148L suppressor works less well (Table 5) . Likewise, a strain carrying the W148L suppressor in a C-terminal delete background also grows less well. (Freeing the tail or deleting it gives the same doubling time.)
Oddly, although freeing the tail or deleting it in a W148L background appears to decrease ammonium uptake, it increases uptake of the larger [ 14 C]MA to a level well above that of wild type. A more subtle version of the effect was seen in the A179E background. Although we do not know its basis, the effect seems nontrivial. One possibility is that freeing or deleting the C-terminal tail allows TM 5 to oscillate too greatly within a monomer, as well as eliminating coordination between monomers. Whatever has occurred appears to favor uptake of the larger analog over the smaller substrate and cannot be explained on simple steric grounds. Other suppressor strains that may have favored MA uptake over ammonium were those with lesions directly at the cytoplasmic pore exit or in the hydrogen-bonding network underneath it and in contact with the Cterminal tail (see results).
Relationship to Rh proteins: Evidence from several laboratories indicates that Rh proteins, the only known homologs of Amt proteins, transport some form of CO 2 (Soupene et al. 2002; Li et al. 2007; Endeward et al. 2008) . By analogy to the case for Amt proteins, we have postulated that the substrate for Rh proteins is H 2 CO 3 , hydrated CO 2 (Fong et al. 2007) . A number of the suppressors that we have characterized in this work (at 5 of 20 total positions) are common residues at the corresponding positions in Rh proteins, and three more occur in Rh proteins (Table S2 ; see results). Moreover, three major differences in structure between the Nitrosomonas europaea Rh protein and Amt proteins are the following : (1) the presence of a short a-helix in loop 5 of Rh that would prevent formation of the hydrogen-bonding network seen under R185 of AmtB ( Figure 1B) ; (2) a C-terminal tail twice as long as that of AmtB, which is extended in a flexible three-helix bundle underneath the N. europaea Rh protein rather than being packed against it and Figure  1A) ; and (3) an increase in the number of proline residues in TM segments. All of these differences between N. europaea Rh protein and E. coli AmtB might contribute to the greater amplitude of oscillation of TM 5 predicted to be required for the Rh protein to transport the larger H 2 CO 3 rather than NH 
.
Comparison to other work: Loqué et al. (2007) did a study similar to ours with the Arabidopsis Amt1;1 protein, which belongs to a different phylogenetic subgroup of Amt proteins than E. coli AmtB (class II; Table S2 ; Huang and Peng 2005) . In the case of Amt1;1, deleting the C-terminal tail inactivated the protein, which was not the case for E. coli AmtB (Coutts et al. 2002; Severi et al. 2007 ; this work). Moreover, one inactive monomer appeared to inactivate the entire trimer, which was also not the case for AmtB (Severi et al. 2007) . Loqué et al. (2007) postulated that the C-terminal tails of Arabidopsis Amt1;1 were required for allosteric transactivation of adjacent monomers. Alternatively, they may be required for activation of monomers to which they are covalently attached. Mechanistically, the tail may facilitate an essential oscillation of TM 5 that cannot occur correctly in its absence. Whereas E. coli AmtB is gated or inactivated by the regulatory protein GlnK, Loqué et al. (2007) postulated that Arabidopsis Amt1;1 could be gated or inactivated by phosphorylation of a threonine residue in the C-terminal tail of only a single monomer. Such a phosphorylation was observed in a survey of Arabidopsis proteins, and it will be of interest to learn whether it occurs in a nitrogen-regulated manner and does, in fact, inactivate Amt1;1.
Remarkably, when one examines the locations of lesions that inactivate Amt proteins, which have been studied extensively in A. nidulans (Monahan et al. 2002) and C. reinhardtii ( J. Hsu, W. B. Inwood and S. Kustu, unpublished results), they cluster in very similar places to the suppressor lesions that we and Loqué et al. (2007) have described (Figure 2) . Unlike E. coli, both A. nidulans and C. reinhardtii are very sensitive to the toxic effects of MA, and mutations to loss of Amt activity were obtained by selection for MA resistance. Although inactivating mutations affected residues different from the suppressors, both types of lesions clustered at the end of TM 1-loop 1, the end of TM 3-loop 3, and throughout TM 5, attesting to the importance of these three regions in Amt function (Figure 2 ). All play a role in the essential oscillation of TM 5 that we have postulated, and together they constitute a large target for mutagenic inactivation. By contrast, the few ''catalytic'' residues that have been identified in Amt proteins-e.g., F215, H168, and H318 in the E. coli protein-apparently constitute a much smaller target. 
